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 ■ Door The Roto Safe range includes   
key- or lever handle-operated, mechanical- 
automatic multipoint lockings and 
 electromechanical versions. The portfolio 
is continuously being adapted in line 
with changing market requirements. 
With this in mind, a range of lever handle- 
operated door locks has recently been 
 improved once again.

Roto Safe H650, the new version of the multi-
point locking system, which is ideal for main, 
apartment and back doors made from all frame 
materials, meets high standards of functional 
safety. The further developed main lock is the 
primary focus here. It ensures greater reliability, 
security, stability, operating convenience and 
ease of installation. 

Robust and weather-resistant
The maximum lever handle force, which has 
been increased from 15 kg to 20 kg, is of crucial 
importance here. Firstly, this ensures that the 
main lock continues to function at a high level 
in the long term. Secondly, this makes it robust 
and resistant to changing weather conditions. 
Roto is the only manufacturer to offer a lock 
with a maximum permitted lever handle force 
of this magnitude. The operating convenience 
has also been improved thanks to the increased 
efficiency. 

The corrosion resistance of the Roto Safe H650 
achieves class 3 in accordance with EN 1670 – 
this feature is also crucial for external doors in 
regions with extreme weather conditions. All 
surfaces of the hardware are scratch-resistant 
and impress with a high-quality appearance in 
the long term. 

Roto backs up the system’s quality and perfor-
mance promises with a ten-year performance 
warranty for the multipoint locking system, in-
cluding the main lock and all other components.

Individually scalable burglary protection
The additional locking versions available for 
the Roto Safe H650 system make it possible  
to  create locking solutions entirely based on  
a  customer’s individual security requirements. 
E and V cams offer basic security functions. 
Combination lockings with power wedge and 
bolt meet the demand for increased burglary 

 inhibition. Using them makes the multipoint 
locking compatible with RC 2 or even RC 3, 
 depending on the system. Roto Safe H650 
with combination lockings has already re-
ceived SKG** certification.

Easy to install and couple
The noticeably simpler coupling with the Roto NX 
Tilt&Turn hardware ensures fast, straight-
forward installation. With E and V cams, the 
Roto Safe H650 multipoint locking is available 
in a three-part version for maximum flexibility 
in production. The sound-absorbing whisper 
latch can be turned around when installed. 
It can easily be pulled forwards to remove it if 
required, making simple conversion possible.

The new Roto Safe H650 multipoint locking 
therefore guarantees true added value in many 
regards for door manufacturers and end users 
alike. 

For greater comfort and safety
Roto Safe H | H650

Reliably functioning in any weather conditions: 

the main lock of the Roto Safe H | H650 with maximum 

lever handle force of 20 kg. The sound-absorbing 

whisper latch can be turned around when installed.

 &    Overview of the Roto Safe door lock range 
 
www.roto-frank.com/en/safe

Suitable for doors with a sash height of up to 3000 mm: the Roto Safe H | H650 lever handle-operated multipoint locking system

https://ftt.roto-frank.com/int-en/products/products-for-doors/lockings/
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Wilhelm Frank Foundation (WFS)

Promoting global exchange and networking 

Elfriede Frank Foundation
In what is now its 31st year, the Elfriede Frank 
Foundation in Leinfelden-Echterdingen provides 
rapid, unbureaucratic assistance to people in 
need. The co-founder of Roto Frank, who was 
committed to social issues throughout her life, 
expressed her strong connection to the commu-
nity with the Foundation. The Foundation makes 
donations to families, individuals and charitable 
organisations every year. 

 &    An insight into the foundation and the winning entries in 
the competition “Open windows – What windows tell about 
my country” 
 
www.roto-frank.com/en/wfs

 ■ Company By establishing the Wilhelm 
Frank Foundation in 2020, the descendants 
of company founder Wilhelm Frank are 
aiming to promote intercultural exchange 
and international understanding. With 
the new foundation and the Elfriede Frank 
Foundation, established back in 1991, 
the families who own the company have 
launched two foundation projects. 

Wilhelm Frank, expert and inventor of the first 
Tilt&Turn hardware to be industrially produced, 
had deep roots in his home of Baden-Württem-
berg, yet was renowned for being very 
open-minded. The Wilhelm Frank Foundation 
unites these two values under his name and 
sees itself as a platform for exchanging local 
 experiences and knowledge at global level.

Elfriede and Wilhelm Frank

WFS Competition 2021
Last year, the WFS invited young Roto Frank 
employees and young people aged between 
18 and 35 from outside the company around 
the world to explore the topic of “Open win-
dows – What windows tell about my country”. 
COVID-19 made the internationally acclaimed 
competition very relevant. This is because the 
global pandemic made the significance of win-
dows as an important connection between 
 inside and outside very clear to many people. 

The scope of the 20 entries received from the 
28 participants ranged from regional stories 
about country-specific cultures through to 
draft ideas of possible future functions of a 
window. The winners of the two main prizes 
were from Poland and Germany. Participants 
from Brazil, Germany, Kazakhstan, Nepal and 
Hungary received recognition prizes. 

Prof. Dr Isolde Geissler-Frank and Alexander Frank 

founded the Wilhelm Frank Foundation in 2020.

“ Enable exchange. Realise ideas” – this is the motto of the Wilhelm Frank Foundation, established in 2020.

In conversation

 An interview with Marcus Sander, 

CEO of Roto Frank Fenster- und 

Türtechnologie GmbH 

Roto Inside: Mr Sander, how do you think the first few 
months of this year have gone? 

Marcus Sander: We got this year off to a very good start.  
The first quarter was positive from an economic standpoint. 
However, we have been experiencing dramatically spiralling 
transport, raw material and energy prices for a few months now. 
This have left the European and the world economy in a chal-
lenging situation on the whole due to factors such inflation, 
goods shortages and supply flow problems. 

Roto Inside: How is Roto Fenster- und Türtechnologie 
 responding?

Marcus Sander: We are keeping a very close eye on the situa-
tion. Our customers are in the same boat as us – despite the chal-
lenges that have been persisting for months, we have managed 
to achieve excellent performance. Our delivery capability remains 
at a consistently high level. This is appreciated on the markets. 

Roto Inside: How do you maintain your delivery  
performance?

Marcus Sander: We can rely on our globally networked pro-
duction structure and timely, multi-stage material stockpiling 
system. In this context, we are also actively addressing aspects 
of procurement which relate to risk management. The question 
is: How can we strike a balance between local and global when 
it comes to ensuring we have a secure supply of goods to 
 purchase in the long term? Finding the correct answer to  
this question has a direct impact on our delivery capability.
Our production model is of critical importance here. It follows 
Lean principles and ensures the greatest possible flexibility.  
Our 15 production plants mean that we can produce goods 

where they are needed. Emerging developments are incorpo-
rated immediately into our material, production and product 
availability planning. To sum it up, our delivery performance is 
the result of our oper ational excellence, paired with the opportu-
nities and possibilities that have been unlocked by digitalisation. 
Sales, Logistics,  Procurement and Production form a unit and 
use a diverse range of instruments such as our CRM system. 
 There is also close and regular communication between all 
 persons involved. Customer requirements are always our top 
priority. 

Roto Inside: Can you predict how the next few months  
will shape up? 

Marcus Sander: I’m neither able nor willing to give predictions. 
But what I can do instead is make a promise to our customers: 
We produce high-performance functional hardware technology 
and implement perfect business processes in terms of quality, 
cost, time and sustainability. At the same time, we achieve this 
through trust in our company’s performance and prove our 
 viability as a reliable partner. 

Roto Inside: What does this mean in specific terms for 
hardware solutions, by way of example? 

Marcus Sander: Our window and door technology is posi-
tioned in the context of urban living spaces − smart, reliable, 
convenient to use and universally available. One example of this 
is the modular principle behind our Roto NX Tilt&Turn hardware 
system, whereby fewer parts are used. Not only does this help 
make our customers’ production processes as economical as 
possible, more than anything else it opens up many different 
possibilities for format, security equipment, operating conveni-
ence and user comfort in all building types. The same is true  
of our sliding solutions and Door products.

Roto Inside: How do your customers find out about 
 product-related topics? 

Marcus Sander: We use the Roto City to provide this type of 
information, among other tools. For over a year now, our Sales 
department has been using this digital communication platform 
to present our products virtually. The feedback we have re-
ceived from customers indicates that they also want customer 
visits and hybrid event concepts. And it goes without saying 
that, alongside our social media channels and traditional press 
work, we also use our customer magazine for this purpose. 

Roto Inside: Can you give us an insight into the future 
plans for the company? 

Marcus Sander: To further expand our capacity, we are invest-
ing in product manufacture and logistics around the world, with 
a focus on North America, Europe and Asia. This allows us to 
maintain our delivery performance at a consistently high level. 
Quality is our top priority when it comes to product manufac-
ture. Our zero-defects concept and the associated product 
 excellence are critically important here. Digitalisation is taking 
on a greater role in this context through KI-based monitoring 
and measurement methods. 

Roto Inside: You said that you will implement perfect 
 business processes in terms of sustainability too.  
Could you explain this in more detail? 

Marcus Sander: In specific terms, expanding our capacity 
means growing our production infrastructure. Greater capacity 
and more space requires more supply resources. We’re plan-
ning to use sustainably produced energy from the outset here. 
This reflects what we’re already doing in practice. For example, 
we have been using waste heat and solar energy in our produc-
tion processes for years, are planting vegetation on the roofs 
of our production facilities, have been operating our own hydro-
electric facilities for decades and use eco-friendly packaging  
for our goods. The issue of sustainability is of great significance 
to us. We will continue to take consistent action and invest in 
this field.

Roto Inside: Those are ambitious plans. You get a big 
thumbs up from our editorial team in our 50th issue  
of Roto Inside. An important anniversary! 

Marcus Sander: Thank you. We look forward to providing our 
customers with continued support. Part of this involves keeping 
them up to date – through Roto Inside. 

 &    Digitalisation: topics, objectives 
and people behind the projects  
 
www.roto-frank.com/en/digitalization

Video

https://wilhelm-frank-stiftung.de/en/projekte/offene-fenster-was-fenster-ueber-mein-land-erzaehlen/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbl9_bq_OlA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uSoumAYVao0
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He describes a known issue: “Whenever mould 
growth is discovered, there is almost always a 
dispute about user behaviour and ventilation.” 
Daub continues, “of course, users don’t believe 
they are responsible for this. They are backed 
up by judicial decisions which state that it’s not 
reasonable to expect working people to venti-
late rooms five times a day.” Legal proceedings 
imply ever more frequently that the building’s 
structure has to be checked in each individual 
situation. “This is intended to discover any is-
sues with the building that could cause mould 
growth, which is difficult and laborious, as any-
one working in this field knows.” In times when 
facades are being retrofitted with insulation, 
which entails an increased risk of condensation 
forming in the window, proceedings against 
landlords and window manufacturers could 
 become more frequent and complex.

So tightly sealed – so cold
Daub explains why the risk for window manu-
facturers is increasing: “Well-insulated homes 
without an automatic ventilation system have 
a problem: if there is a large temperature dif-
ference between inside and outside, moisture 
is drawn from the room air and forms conden-
sate on the coldest barrier of the building 
 envelope. Nowadays, this is often in the win-
dow rebate.” The ift and many people working 
in the field were aware of this as far back as 
2009. But it wasn’t easy to find a solution to 
this problem. 

The key question
How does a sealing profile have to be designed 
so that a window is as tightly sealed as neces-
sary yet so that moisture can diffuse as soon 
as the air humidity outside the building is lower 
than in the rebate? “Deventer found the re-
sponse to this question while working on the 
research project,” reports Daub. 

“ Our patented solution 
is here. Now we have 
to bring it to market 
together.”

Diffusion-open Deventer gasket patented

Letting windows breathe
 ■ Accessories In 2009, the ift set out a 

key fundamental rule for constructing 
a window with optimal structural physics: 
“The central gasket must be more diffu-
sion-open than the overlap gasket on the 
room side.” 

It’s indisputable that these rule makes sense. 
But it’s remarkable, to say the least, that this 
issue had been largely ignored until that point.

Research project funded by ZIM
However, Deventer recognised the importance 
of this exact fundamental rule and launched a 
comprehensive research project back in 2014. 
This project, due to being highly relevant, 
 received funding from the “Central Innovation 
Programme for Small and Medium-Sized Busi-
nesses” (ZIM) initiative. ZIM is a funding pro-
gramme run by the German Federal Ministry 
for Economic Affairs and Climate Action.

The “critical moisture value”
Mould can form when the air humidity on a 
surface is around 80% or more for three days. 
“After this time, fruiting bodies are formed, 
which look like a black bloom.” There is there-
fore a “critical moisture value”, as Daub  
explains. 

This is why Deventer simulated the effect of 
the seasons, temperature variation and mois-
ture formation in various window profiles using 
different gaskets on climate difference test 
rigs at the Fraunhofer Institute in Stuttgart. 
The result – with an innovative new, specially 
processed gasket, it was possible to reduce 
the amount of moisture in the hardware rebate 
by up to 12%. It’s no exaggeration to say that 
this changes everything.

Faster drying thanks to diffusion-capable 
gasket 
“We had to ensure that our new gasket would 
keep the air humidity in the window rebate 
 below 80% at all times if possible. This is the 
case when it’s possible for the moisture in the 
rebate to dry at all times, except for very wet 
weather conditions.” The company was there-
fore looking for a type of central gasket that 
 enables rebate ventilation provided that the 
natural requirements for diffusion are met. 

The challenge then was to find a version capable 
of diffusion without compromising on resist-
ance to rain, wind and sound. Daub is pleased 
that “our research project achieved the best 
conceivable outcome, as we definitively speci-
fied the properties of the sealing profile and 
managed to prove its effectiveness in a labora-
tory.” The innovation that was developed has 
since been protected by a patent and presented 
to a select few window manufacturers. 

Jürgen Daub, 

Head of Application 

Technology, 

Research and 

Development, 

Deventer GmbH 

Deventer is able to produce this innovative 
new TPE sealing profile but must first procure 
high-quality tools and systems so it can  
reliably deliver the volumes required by large 
manufacturers. “This investment will pay off 
for the entire industry, if the demand is there. 
If window manufacturers have the confidence 
to explain to customers that they will have to 
pay a little bit more for this real added value, 
Deventer is ready to take on the role as a  
reliable supplier to them.”

Greater reliability for old and new 
 buildings
Manufacturers who want to protect their 
 customers and end users from unpleasant 
discussions about “black spots” in windows 
should, in future, equip their windows with 
a central gasket that is actually capable of 
 diffusion. To conclude, Daub highlights the 
fact that “in future, most windows will contin-
ue to be installed when renovating buildings 
which are not adequately ventilated by an 
 automatic ventilation system. It is therefore 
wise for our industry to use optimal compo-
nents to manufacture building elements 
which allow end users to live and ventilate 
in a way that suits their lifestyle.” It’s also 
 indisputable that the use of windows which 
are correctly sealed with regard to structural 
physics is recommended in new buildings too.

Illustration of the function: inside more tightly sealed than outside. The dashed line marks  

the diffusion-open areas of the gasket.

Revolution in the fenestration industry
Jürgen Daub explains that “we’re really proud 
that we managed to get our sealing profile 
ready for series production. This enables win-
dow manufacturers to comply with the ift’s 
 requirement, which was first laid down over 
ten years ago.” His responsibilities include 
 Research & Development at Deventer. 

Used as a central gasket, the new diffusion- 
open sealing profile improves moisture removal 
in the hardware rebate in such a way that it 
can be described as a “true revolution in the 
fenestration industry”. Daub explains that 
mould growth in the rebate could be a thing of 
the past if the new profile type gains traction 
as a central gasket.

Deventer sealing profile developed specially to provide a diffusion function.
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Anti-jemmy device

Lockable handle / espagnolette

Drilling protection

 &    Roto Patio Lift: hardware for versatile  
use in Lift&Slide systems 
 
www.roto-frank.com/en/patio-lift

Large glass surfaces and building elements 
let a lot of light and fresh air into living areas 
if they can be easily opened using modern 
hardware technology. The Lift&Slide hardware 
with the name Patio Lift offers excellent oper-
ating convenience. Fabricators benefit from 
this versatile hardware of the best Roto quality 
in many ways at once. 

For aluminium and PVC  
standard and Slim profiles
Patio Lift is suitable for many standard and 
Slim profiles. Using round connecting rods 
has now been made even simpler thanks to 
a modified mount on the clever 2-in-1 roller 
unit. Versions for groove widths of 16, 18 and 
22 mm are now available for aluminium and 
PVC profiles. Patio Lift is always intuitive, 
 simple and quick to process. The Lift&Slide 
hardware offers certified security in systems 
with a sash width of up to 3000 mm and a 
sash height of up to 3100 mm. 

Smooth operation, even with heavy 
elements
Even in high weight classes up to 400 kg, the 
hardware impresses thanks to its high-quality 

roller unit technology which ensures excep-
tionally smooth operation and ease of use. 
The central components of the roller units are 
made from stainless steel and the ball bearing 
rollers are made from innovative, especially 
high-quality PVC. This gives the hardware 
maximum durability. 

Extensive range of accessories 
By integrating optional components from the 
extensive Patio Lift product range, Lift&Slide 
systems can be precisely tailored to the cus-
tomers’ requests and needs. Simply using 
drilling protection, an anti-jemmy device and 
a lockable handle makes this hardware com-
patible with RC 2. The door espagnolettes 
are prepared for mounting profile cylinders   
as standard. 

A locking pin for night ventilation makes  
it possible to ventilate the room without 
draughts. Dampers already integrated in the 
espagnolette as standard offer protection in 
the event of rebound of the handle and ensure 
greater safety when operating heavy sashes 
weighing more than 300 kg. At the same time, 
they improve ease of assembly in production. 

Versatile. Durable. Economical.

Roto Patio Lift – now also for  
PVC Lift&Slide systems 

 ■ Aluminium | PVC The Lift&Slide hardware with the name Roto Patio Lift has been an 
indispensable all-rounder in the aluminium fenestration industry for a long time now. 
Manufacturers of PVC building elements are now also able to benefit from its strengths. 
It offers vast improvements in comfort, appearance and burglary protection in all 
systems with a sash weight of up to 400 kg.

High-quality roller unit technology ensures outstanding running 

properties, extremely quiet operation and maximum durability of 

the hardware. The photo shows the 200 Slim roller unit. 

https://ftt.roto-frank.com/int-en/products/details/roto-patio-lift/
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 So simple, so elegant
Not only does the look of the window re-
bate impress customers with the highest 
aesthetic standards; the optionally available 
DesignLocking espagnolette ensures a pre-
mium appearance and greater comfort. The 
locking cam is located on the espagnolette 
side and does not protrude into the access 
area. The DesignLocking strikers are inte-
grated in the frame for a flush, attractive 
appearance. 

All DesignLocking strikers are integrated in the frame 

for a flush, attractive appearance. 

More versatile than ever: the Patio Lift hardware product range from Roto for Lift&Slide systems made up of aluminium and PVC profiles

Round and flat connecting rods can be mounted on the 

roller units for the 300 kg and 400 kg standard versions. 

Corrosion protection class 5 and higher
Even the standard version of Patio Lift offers 
long-lasting quality, as this hardware complies 
with corrosion protection class 5 in accord-
ance with DIN EN 1670 and achieves durability 
class H3 in accordance with EN 13126. “Stain-
less steel Plus” roller units are available for 
 regions with more stringent corrosion protec-
tion requirements. These ensure that the 
 system functions correctly in the long term, 
even in coastal areas. A salt spray test over 
1000 hours verifiably confirmed this. 

Uniform design throughout the whole 
home
If uniform design is important to a customer, 
not just for profiles but for all window han-
dles in their home, the Roto Line range easily 
meets all of their requirements. The Patio Lift 
modular system includes recessed grips 
 tailored to the design of this handle line and 
large handles for conveniently operating even 
very tall and wide Lift&Slide elements. 

Fabian Maier, responsible for the market 
launch of the latest innovations in the 
 Patio Lift product range, emphasises that 
“the ‘Patio Lift’ Lift&Slide system is now 
even more versatile for use in a wider variety 
of applications. Whether the systems are 
slimline and lightweight or wide, tall and 
heavy, whether the profiles are standard or 
Slim, made from aluminium or PVC – Patio 
Lift brings operating convenience, an attrac-
tive design and security into every home.”

Permitted for the following sash weights  
 
in kg

Roller unit installation space Corrosion protection  
roller unit

Espagnolette versions Dampers

Version Max. 150 >150–200 >200–300 >300–400
Groove depth  
in mm

Groove width  
in mm

Basic Plus
Basic 
Locking

Design 
Locking

Integrated in 
the espagnolette

150 Slim 30 16

150 Slim 30 18 / 22

200 Slim 30 16

200 Slim 30 18 / 22

300 42 22

400 Slim 30 18 / 22

400 42 22
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Roto AL Designo STS: concealed hardware  
to meet the highest standards

Efficient and easy to install

and 2700 mm tall with a sash weight of up to 
80 kg. The element’s maximum opening angle 
is 100°. The new hinge side is compatible with 
all locking versions from the Roto AL modular 
hardware system.

The sash has a tilt depth of 130 or 150 mm as 
standard, depending on the sash stay selected. 
A tilt depth restrictor that is compatible with the 
sash stay can be used to limit the tilt depth to 
100 mm. It can also be combined with various 
Roto opening restrictors.

Shooting star in profiles  
with groove version V.01
Nagat reports that planning engineers and man-
ufacturers from other parts of the world are 
 increasingly focusing on Roto AL Designo STS 
at the moment. Interest is growing wherever 
manufacturers of aluminium elements are faced 
with similar requirements. 

“It is essential that a system supplier or a man-
ufacturer is working with profiles with the suit-
able frame groove V.01 and that the planned 
elements don’t weigh more than 80 kg. If these 
requirements are met, Roto AL Designo STS 
truly has a lot to offer, making it a very attrac-
tive hardware solution for modern aluminium 
elements in terms of cost-efficiency and appear-
ance.” Roto has invested in additional produc-
tion capacity for the new concealed hardware, 
meaning that global delivery is now beginning.

Roto AL Designo STS – the fully concealed hardware with new installation technology and the very best protection against corrosion: a building element equipped with this Tilt&Turn hardware continues to function reliably in the long term, 

even in buildings less than 100 metres away from the sea.

Matthias Nagat,  

Head of Aluvision 

Range Marketing and 

Product Adaptation,  

Roto Frank Fenster- 

und Türtechnologie 

GmbH

 ■ Aluminium Concealed hardware is pop-
ular for aluminium elements too. With 
Roto AL Designo STS, a version is now 
available that meets even the highest 
standards of design and corrosion pro-
tection. What’s more, this new Tilt&Turn 
 hardware is especially simple, reliable 
and fast to process thanks to its instal-
lation technology.

The turning curve of the new Tilt&Turn hard-
ware prevents collisions when opening a 
 window sash or a ventilation flap, even with 
 little clearance. The new Roto AL Designo STS 
remains concealed, even in very narrow pro-
files. Moreover, it can be used in flush systems. 

It therefore complements the Roto AL Designo 
product range as hardware for very high aes-
thetic standards. But Roto AL Designo STS 
isn’t just attractive from a design point of 
view; the hardware offers tangible advantages 
for processors, too.

Faster and simpler with mounting wedges
The mounting concept for sash stays and 
 pivot rests using mounting wedges makes 
 installation faster and simpler. No punched 
hole, which would potentially need to be 
 predrilled, needs to be made in the groove 
base. The installer simply drives in a mount-
ing wedge. This fixes the sash stay and pivot 
rest in place. 

Matthias Nagat, Head of Aluvision Range Mar-
keting and Product Adaptation, is convinced: 
“This type of especially simple and fast installa-
tion, as well as the wide range of applications 
of Roto AL Designo STS, contributed to its phe-
nomenal success in Asia.” The number of alu-
minium element manufacturers who switched 
over to the new concealed hardware surpassed 
expectations in just a short space of time.

Impressive quality which can be heard
Even inexperienced users will be able to rec-
ognise the redesigned scissor stay guide as  
a quality feature. A modified spring clip takes 
any potential play out of the system. A newly 
developed damping element prevents metallic 
contact between components. This reduces 
noticeable noises during operation. Nagat 
thinks that this high product quality can truly 
be “heard”.  

Roto AL Designo STS sash stay 370 

Roto AL Designo STS pivot rest 

“ Roto AL Designo STS is 
probably the quietest 
concealed hardware that 
you can buy right now.”

Best protection against corrosion
The Roto AL Designo STS punched compo-
nents made from stainless steel make it the 
right choice, even for regions where hardware 
and windows are exposed to extreme weath-
er conditions and exceptional loads, such as  
CO2 or sulphuric gases. A building element 
equipped with this Tilt&Turn hardware con-
tinues to function reliably in the long term,  
even in buildings less than 100 metres away 
from the sea. The same applies to areas with 
high levels of emissions from exhaust air 
 systems in heavy industry or the chemical 
 industry.

Windows and ventilation flaps up to 80 kg
The new version of Roto AL Designo is suitable 
for aluminium elements up to 1300 mm wide 

 &   Installation video for Roto AL Designo STS 
 
www.roto-frank.com/al-designo-stsVideo

https://media.ftt.roto-frank.com/#/reader/52753fa3-cac3-db61-f1bc-a93ba91b4a24.zip
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 &    Overview of the Roto Solid 
door hinge range 
 
www.roto-frank.com/en/solid

Butt hinges in two versions for aluminium main,  

back and balcony doors: continuous height and  

lateral adjustment when closed; internal adjustment 

mechanism prevents gap formation and offset outlines, 

fast and simple installation thanks to preassembled 

clamping blocks:

Roto Solid B | 224 A: two-part butt hinge  

up to a sash weight of 120 kg

Roto Solid B | 324 A: three-part butt hinge  

up to a sash weight of 160 kg

New in the Roto Solid B range

Slim butt hinges with integrated  
adjustment mechanism

 ■ Door The Roto Solid B product range now also in-
cludes an additional clamp hinge version with the look 
of a butt hinge for aluminium main, back and balcony 
doors. They impress with new installation and adjust-
ment features. And if that wasn’t enough, to top it off, 
the new generation of hinges is good for the design of 
the main door. 

Two versions with a narrow diameter of just 24 mm are available 
in the form of the Roto Solid B | 224 A two-part hinge and the 
Roto Solid B | 324 A three-part hinge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Version Length
Sash 
weight

Opening 
angle 

Roto Solid B | 224 A Two-part 155 mm Max. 120 kg Max. 180°

Roto Solid B | 324 A Three-part 223 mm Max. 160 kg Max. 180°
 

 

Both hinge types are easy to insert into the door profile and 
screwed in place immediately with a hexalobular socket screw. 
Preassembled, system-specific clamping blocks do away with 
the need for profile machining. The hinge is fixed in place simply 
with a 90° turn. The clamping block also turns. This saves time 
and money.

Simplified installation and adjustment 
The new hinges make a door simpler to install and adjust be-
cause all adjustment mechanisms are housed inside the roller. 
This means that integrated, continuous height and lateral adjust-
ment is possible when the door is closed. There is no need to 
 unhinge the door, as the adjustment movement is visible. It is 
also not necessary to undo the fixing or clamping screws in the 
baseplate to adjust the hinges. Continuous lateral adjustment 
is possible from -2.2 mm to +2.2 mm, and height adjustment 
from -1 mm to +5 mm. The gasket compression can be adapted 
from 0 mm to -1.0 mm. 

Good for the design
The Solid B butt hinges seamlessly blend into the design of  
premium aluminium doors. The internal adjustment mechanism 
prevents both gap formation and offset outlines. Regardless of 
the adjustment, the appearance is always the same, maintaining 
the sleek look of the butt hinge. Roto offers powder-coated 
hinges as well as hinges with different anodised surfaces. 

Corrosion protection and durability  
in accordance with DIN 
High-quality materials such as extruded aluminium and 
 galvanised steel also ensure perfect product quality and  
corrosion protection in accordance with DIN EN 1670: class 5. 
The 200,000 opening cycles achieved in accordance with 
DIN EN 1935 confirm the reliable durability of the new 
butt hinges. A high-quality, self-lubricating synthetic  
bush means low maintenance over a long service life.

Suitable for RC 2 and RC 3
Both hinge types are suitable for doors in burglary protection 
class RC 2 and, depending on the version, also for those in class 
RC 3. The test for SKG** burglary inhibition is in the pipeline. 

Tom Vermeulen, Head of Sales Door & Door Innovation, reports 
promising feedback from the market: “System suppliers imme-
diately recognised that incorporating the new butt hinges into 
their range can offer benefits to their customers, and have iden-
tified which benefits these are. My team is therefore optimistic 
that we will be able to support many users in 2022.” The 
Roto Door sales team is prepared to assist door manufacturers 
with switching over to Roto Solid B.

Tom Vermeulen,

Head of Sales Door & Door Innovation

Roto Frank Fenster- und Türtechnologie 

GmbH

https://ftt.roto-frank.com/int-en/products/products-for-doors/hinges/
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Depending on the requirement, Roto recom-
mends glazing blocks with an integrated venti-
lation channel and different profile leg systems. 
Glazing blocks overcome the challenges posed 
by very heavy glass or delicate special glass 
with a flexible glass supporting surface and, if 
necessary, an additional stainless-steel insert. 

Clampable compensating blocks
Profile-related compensating blocks constitute 
another element of efficient glazing methods. 
They create the indispensable base for tested 
block material, ensure a level supporting sur-
face, help with ventilating the rebate area and 
with load transfer, and can be clamped in the 
rebate area. Glazing tools complete the range 
of accessories. 

Decisive performance factors
The quality of the glazing blocks depends on 
their construction as well as the quality of the 
raw materials and production systems used. 
Inferior synthetic material that is not optimally 
processed will begin to show signs of wear 
more quickly. Chemical decomposition pro-
cesses often occur if the material of the glazing 
accessories is not compatible with the edge 
composite sealing compound of the insulating 
glass. Both of these factors reduce a window’s 
service life and can cause serious damage. In 
an increasing number of countries, users are 
refusing to accept this type of damage without 
complaint.

The custom solution  
for every building element
Only glazing blocks from producers who guar-
antee a consistently high level of quality are 
able to meet the expectations of a window 
manufacturer and their customers. Roto Glas-
Tec is a particularly extensive range of prod-
ucts and accessories for the safe, correct 
glazing of windows and balcony doors. The 
glazing blocks in the range ensure that build-
ing elements with different frame designs, 
glass thicknesses and support conditions 
function correctly and have a long service life. 
ift Rosenheim verified the pressure resistance 
of the entire product range as set down 
in Technical Guidelines (TR) 3 of the Glazier 
Trades.

Strong glazing blocks – robust windows
All glazing blocks from the Roto Glas-Tec range 
are ageing-resistant and temperature- resistant, 
stable under continuous pressure, compatible 
with many edge sealing compounds, and 
 impress with a high load-bearing capacity. 

 ■ Accessories In 2008, the European 
 market leader for glazing blocks, Gluske-
BKV, was integrated into the Roto Group. 
Since then, the name Roto Glas-Tec has 
been a byword for quality and reliability 
in window production. This is ensured by 
consistently high product quality, as well 
as a close relationship with customers 
and all-encompassing services.

They are perhaps the most underrated com-
ponents in windows’ entire structure: glazing 
blocks. As the only connection between the 
frame and glass edge, they play a pivotal role, 
as they divert the load of the glass weight into 
the frame, ensure that the element functions 
correctly in the long term and hold the glazing 
securely in place. 

Roto Glas-Tec

Certified quality for reliable glazing
Test service for material compatibility
Alongside project-specific advice and the highly 
regarded 32-page reference work entitled 
“Glazing Guide”, Roto offers users of the Glas-
Tec range an important test service: edge 
 composite sealing compounds and laminated 
safety glass films are tested for their compati-
bility with certain glazing blocks according to 
ift regulations in an in-house laboratory. Using 
incompatible materials may cause damage 
to window sashes, glazing and sometimes 
even the entire structure. A test offers protec-
tion against liability-relevant risks.

 &   Roto Glas-Tec: customised solutions  
for safe glazing 
 
www.roto-frank.com/en/glas-tec

Roto Glas-Tec offers glazing blocks for almost  

any design and requirement.
A profile-related, 

 clampable compen-

sating block as a level 

 supporting surface 

for glazing blocks helps 

with ventilating the 

 rebate and transferring 

loads.

https://ftt.roto-frank.com/int-en/products/details/roto-glas-tec/
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 ■ PVC The three partners of Visual Fenster 
AG, a new company founded in 2020 in 
Switzerland, have known each other for 
 almost three decades. They want to secure 
a permanent position in their country’s 
construction industry by selling Lift&Slide 
systems that are in a class of their own. 
Production began in Easter 2021. 

In their careers, Roland Sax, Muhamet Krasniqi 
and Burim Kastrati without exception are dedi-
cated to the production, sale and installation of 
building elements. When they founded Visual 
Fenster AG, based in St. Gallen, they therefore 
knew exactly what they needed to offer in order 
for their production operations to be profitable 
in Switzerland, for Switzerland. 

Lift&Slide systems with the Roto Patio Lift 
hardware. “We even produce more efficiently 
than manufacturers who only build a few 
Lift&Slide systems occasionally.” Our col-
leagues recognise this and are buying more 
of our systems. We have already worked  
out an excellent division of labour with some 
of them.” Sax reports that, when architects 
ask for aluminium or timber elements, he 
is happy to recommend quality-focused man-
ufacturers who buy PVC or PVC / aluminium 
building elements from Visual Fenster in 
 return. 

Well-equipped for producing  
large formats
“It’s no secret that our growth targets for  
the next few years are closely linked with the 
VEKAMOTION Lift&Slide system in particular.” 
Visual Fenster chose the profile system and 
hardware so that an element would be stable 
and really easy to move, even with very large 
and heavy glazing.

Roto in demand as a full-range supplier
Sax describes how the three partners were 
 enthusiastic when they identified Roto “as  
an optimal hardware supplier”, adding: 

“ As soon as you  
see it, you know –  
Roto Patio Lift  
represents true quality.” 

The complaints handling process is very 
 laborious and expensive for sliding systems  
in  particular, which is why, for manufacturers,  
it is a good idea to choose extremely reliable 
components and systems.

The new company Visual Fenster was also 
 enthused by Roto as a true full-range supplier. 
“No matter what we’re looking for, we’ll find 
what we need in Roto’s range, whether just in 
a few sets or even as a unique special solu-
tion.” Whether it’s Roto NX Tilt&Turn hardware 
for floating-mullion windows, security strikers 
and V cams for increased burglary protection 
or electronic main door locks – Visual Fenster 
can focus on a single partner and hardware 
supplier.

Inspiration guaranteed 
Roto customer adviser Josef Lötscher is now 
discussing the use of Patio Inowa sliding sys-
tems with the three Swiss businessmen. “I’m 
certain that Visual Fenster will very soon have 
a use for this intelligent hardware.” Sax nods 
and adds: “We have a greater interest in hard-

Visual Fenster AG, Switzerland

Lift&Slide systems in a class of their own

Muhamet Krasniqi, Burim Kastrati and Roland Sax,  

Partners at Visual Fenster AG  

(from left to right)

On-site support for the launch in April 2021: Roto specialist adviser Josef Lötscher, centre of photo.

Opportunity recognised and utilised
A massive change in the supplier structure in 
Switzerland motivated the experienced win-
dow professionals to establish their company: 
“Architects and investors were losing an in-
creasing number of manufacturers who were 
ceasing to operate due to a lack of profitability. 
However, they still wanted to buy from Swiss 
companies and were looking for direct service 
from a producer.” This created a gap in the 
market, which Visual Fenster was able to serve 
with an economically optimised production 
process and small, very flexible systems. 

Sliding systems better than ever
Lift&Slide systems in particular are very popu-
lar in Switzerland. Sax knows the reason why: 
“In a country where more people live in a flat 
rather than a house that they own, it is entirely 
logical that space-saving sliding has become 
the preferred opening type.” He adds that the 
quality of sliding systems is impressive nowa-
days. “The good systems are intuitive to use 
and are really tightly sealed.”

To be able to produce not only good but premi-
um-quality Lift&Slide systems, Visual Fenster 
examined the ranges offered by various profile 
and hardware manufacturers in detail. “The de-
cision to finally build our own factory together 
was, of course, a clear signal to potential sup-
pliers of who they were dealing with,” Sax 
smiles as he remembers. “With the three guys 
from Visual Fenster, suppliers benefit firstly 
from a total of 80 years of industry experience 
and secondly from businessmen who only 
want the best.” In the end, the decision was 
made to go with two partners who stood out 
through their economic robustness, impressive 
product quality and impressive commitment. 

Swiss pioneer with VEKAMOTION  
and Roto Patio Lift 
Sax is pleased that “being thorough when 
making our choice has truly paid off.” From 
April to December 2021 alone, the team – 
which is still small – has sold, produced 
and  installed around 500 VEKAMOTION 

ware technology than others, and Patio Inowa 
has a lot to offer. Our good experience with 
Roto in the spring of 2021 also gave us the  
motivation to move forwards together.” 

Strong services right from the outset
Ultimately only a few weeks passed between 
the establishment of Visual Fenster AG and 
the start of production, during which time Roto 
had to take charge of preparing the article 
master data for the systems and automatic 
 machines that had just been chosen. “And it 
went well because we were working with 
 qualified and very dedicated people in Switzer-
land and in Leinfelden,” believes Sax. 

“ That’s how a partnership 
offers true added value.” 

Roto also succeeded in maintaining the deliv-
ery performance at a high level for almost all of 
the past year. “It’s very important to us that our 
staff don’t experience any unnecessary stress, 
for example because primary material is miss-
ing,” emphasises Sax. “This is just as impor-
tant when it comes to equipping our workplac-
es with the things that make our trade easier. 
Modern technology and good suppliers are re-
quired for what we want to achieve on a daily 
basis. In this regard, Roto supports our whole 
team.”
 www.visualfenster.ch

Visual Fenster relies on flexible application engineering.For work you enjoy and efficient  

production: modern technology to make your life easier.

Visual Fenster  

specialises in  

large Lift&Slide  

systems.

Video

Video showing  

Roto Patio Lift

https://youtu.be/6k6AyDcO_B0
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 ■ PVC Young, social, confident and ex-
tremely focussed to customer service – 
this is how Lithuanian company Aradas 
describes itself. Founded in 2008, it has 
grown to become one of the largest 
 manufacturers of PVC windows in the 
country in less than 15 years. Roto Inside 
spoke to CEO Ugnius Adomaitis.

From the very beginning, we started with 
state-of-the-art technology and comprehensive 
expertise, explains the 36-year-old business-
man. Not to mention suppliers that the compa-
ny deliberately chose from amongst Europe’s 
recognised brand-name manufacturers. “In 
the next step, we focussed on ensuring that we 
offer our target customers in Scandinavia first-
class service,” reflects Adomaitis. Our dedi-
cated team continues to make sure that our 
“strong base in Scandinavia” can keep ex-
panding and developing.

Aradas exports 95% of its annual production, 
primarily to Norway, Denmark, Sweden and 
Iceland. Selected specialist dealers are respon-
sible for supply. The manufacturer has new 
products tested and certified by independent 
institutes in Norway, Denmark, Sweden and 
Germany. “Put simply, we have to eliminate 
any doubt about whether we supply top- 
quality building elements,” Adomaitis says em-
phatically. He therefore also advertises strongly 
using the excellent reputation of his suppliers.

Doubling production capacity
The new, second Aradas factory is intended 
to start operating in 2023. The company has 

Aradas UAB, Lithuania

A strong base in Scandinavia

Scandinavia and the Benelux nations have 
 similar taste in design features when it comes 
to windows. “Narrow profile views, windows 
in white, silver-grey and anthracite, as well 
as a minimalist hardware design.”

The CEO therefore has an optimistic outlook 
on the future of ARADAS on the Dutch market. 
“We are very excited to establish strong part-
nerships with dealers and carpenters in this 
country as well,” he explains. Currently, all 
signs indicate that the processes the company 
has optimised over the past 15 years of work-
ing with customers in Scandinavia will also be 
well-received in the Netherlands.

Ugnius Adomaitis, 

CEO and shareholder 

at Aradas UAB

Growing trust
At the moment, 36% of all the windows made 
by Aradas  are Tilt&Turn windows and this 
number is set to continue growing. Traditional-
ly, the pri mary window designs in Scandinavia 
have been outward opening Top-Swing and 
Side-Hung windows. Gradually, however, 
word has spread that inward opening Tilt&Turn 
windows can also be extremely well-sealed – 
at least, that is what Adomaitis has seen hap-
pening. Roto and Aradas have both had a hand 
in this development. “The fact that we only 
 offer Tilt&Turn windows with Roto hardware 
technology means that our dealers provide 
their customers with top-quality elements.” 

At the start of 2022, the production facility in 
Alytus will be converted to produce Roto NX. 
The CEO is full of praise for how well Roto has 
prepared and advised the company throughout 
this process. Aradas has been given all the 
support and the Roto team has worked proac-
tively, always placing the customer at the heart 
of its work. “We are now working with Roto 
NX and the Designo hinge side, which means 
we are optimally positioned on all markets for 
inward opening Tilt&Turn windows.” 

invested around three million euro in a new hall 
and, once again, cutting-edge machinery. This 
will result the creation of around 40 additional 
jobs. “This also represents a huge leap forwards 
for us. Across both factories combined, we will 
be able to produce twice as many elements as 
we can today,” says the CEO excitedly. For him, 
it goes without saying that the second factory 
will also only work with the “best possible raw 
materials”. This includes hardware technology 
from Roto: 

“ Roto NX and the Designo 
hinge side are leading the 
way in terms of quality 
and function.” 

In 2021, Aradas produced 35,000 windows, 
as well as 6000 balcony doors and main doors. 
This helped the company to achieve annual 
turnover of €11.5 million. By 2024 at the latest, 
this number should reach €18 million. This 
growth can continue to be generated primarily 
by PVC windows. 

Making a market entrance  
in the Netherlands
In Sweden, Denmark and Iceland, demand for 
PVC windows has grown, albeit at the expense 
of timber windows, Adomaitis reports. How-
ever, he also sees potential for the company’s 
own range in the Netherlands. “This is why 
we are taking the leap and entering this mar-
ket this year.” He has noticed that builders in 

In Alytus, the new Aradas factory is taking shape. 

 Mayor Nerijus Česiulis (left) and Ugnius Adomaitis 

(right), CEO and shareholder at Aradas UAB, are 

thrilled to see that construction is under way. 

In 2021, Aradas produced 35,000 windows,  

as well as 6000 balcony doors and main doors.

Increased rationalisation potential
On the production side of things, the company 
has been making good use of the potential for 
rationalisation that Roto NX has opened up. 
“For instance, we have been able to reduce our 
inventory in the production warehouse and, at 
the same time, produce windows with greater 
sash weights easily as standard products. 
Both developments represent real added value 
for us.” Adomaitis’ team also values the high- 
quality services, reliability and delivery accu-
racy provided by Roto. “We all feel that Roto 
has made a significant contribution to our pro-
cess reliability.”

The Roto brand and, above all, the Tilt&Turn 
hardware from this partner have an outstand-
ing reputation throughout Europe. “No matter 
how long it takes, we will strive to ensure that 
the Aradas brand name is synonymous with 
the same high quality,” he says, setting out 
one of the company’s goals. “That would 
be satisfying proof that we have done plenty 
of things right.” www.aradas.lt

As a company, Aradas exports 

95 % of its annual production, 

most of which is delivered to 

 Norway, Denmark, Sweden and 

Iceland. Almost 40 % of all the 

windows made by Aradas are 

 already Tilt&Turn windows and 

this number is set to continue 

growing.

 &    Economical, safe, convenient,  
design-oriented: Roto NX at a glance 
 
www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-nx

https://ftt.roto-frank.com/int-en/products/details/roto-nx/
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Working together, growing together 
ECN, Vietnam

 ■ Company  Roto Window & Door Tech-
nology entered the Vietnamese market 
in the late 1990s and has shown promising 
growth since 2005. With the steady devel-
opment in the following years, the repre-
sentative office in Hanoi was established 
in 2010. 

The aim was to better support local customers 
and grow together with Vietnam´s emerging 
economy. In the 2010s, the market had not yet 
recovered from the two major crises. Budgets 
were cut for many construction projects. Due 
to the long trade tradition and favourable cus-
toms duties, it was easy for investors to source 
building products from China. The market be-
came increasingly competitive with numerous 
competitors from Europe and America. 

Nevertheless, the Roto team in Vietnam 
 managed to establish a solid base in terms 
of technical support and delivery service. 
In the following years, Roto Vietnam gained 
a significant market share for high-quality 
hardware technology and at the same time 
built up a close relationship with fabricators. 
The hardware is used in windows and doors 
made of PVC and aluminium.

Partnership at eye level
A proverb says: “If you want to go fast, go 
alone. If you want to go far, go together.” 
 After expanding its business network in 2013, 
Roto Vietnam found in ECN a distributor with 
extensive knowledge of the local market. At 
that time, ECN had already been in the indus-
try for more than 8 years. The company’s core 
 discipline: exploring business opportunities, 
especially in the window industry. 

The extensive knowledge of the Vietnamese 
construction industry contributed significantly 
to ECN’s successful business development in 
the construction business. “Just like Roto, we 
want to provide window and door customers 
with durable, reliable solutions. So why not 
work together and support each other in the 
best possible way?” is how the ECN manage-
ment team describes their motivation for the 
partnership.

Firmly established in Vietnam
ECN has contributed significantly to the rapid 
development of the Roto brand in Vietnam. 
 Nghia Le describes his company’s mission: 

Nghia Le, 

ECN Sales Manager

Regular working meet-

ings are an integral 

part of the partnership 

between ECN, Vietnam, 

and Roto. The joint pro-

ject spectrum ranges 

from the customer 

 hotline to events and 

workshops with Roto 

hardware technology 

processors and archi-

tects.to

“We introduce Roto to architects, developers, 
fabricators and leading property owners.” 
In this way, ECN can access more business 
contacts every year and continue winning 
 direct or indirect customers to use Roto 
 products. In  Vietnam, Roto is now established 
as a  high-end brand with effective solutions 
and pro fessional  services, the ECN Sales 
 Manager summarises his team’s success.

Building hardware technology 
at your  fingertips
It is the positive user experience that defines 
the value of a product. That is why the first 
Roto showroom was opened in Hanoi at the 
beginning of 2019. “Of course, we also want to 
talk directly to our customers ourselves, learn 
about their needs and understand what mat-
ters most to them. In this way, we can con-
tinue to optimise our products and services. 
Our goal is to make our customers and po-
tential new customers feel safe when using 
Roto products,” Roto Chief Representative 
and Regional Manager Phan Hong Duong 
 describes his team’s task. Several marketing 
campaigns had drawn the attention of home-
owners to high-quality building elements in 
combination with Roto hardware technology. 
They would either contact Roto directly or 
pass on their desire for Roto solutions to their 
contractor. 

Shared success firmly in sight
ECN and Roto work side by side for mutual 
success. Project examples range from the 
 customer hotline to events and workshops 
with fabricators and architects. The presence 
in  social media also plays an important 
role in raising awareness, especially in Asia. 
Here,  according to the Chief Representative, 
Roto has “an impressive number of followers 
compared to other brands in the same cate-
gory”.  

Taking on new challenges
Several Covid 19-related lockdowns and home-
based policies are among the main factors 
leading to changing consumer behaviour in 
 Vietnam as well. Phan Hong Duong describes 
the change: “As people spend more time 
at home, they also change their definition of 
home from ‘a place to live’ to ‘a place to live, 
work and relaxation’. This results in higher 
 demands on living space.”

Inspiring end consumers
ECN is taking this as an opportunity to further 
strengthen the distribution of Roto hardware 
technology. Digital marketing campaigns for 
hardware systems such as Roto Patio Inowa 
and Roto Patio Lift have already attracted a 

considerable number of end users. “Our team 
and our customers are enthusiastic about the 
quality of Roto hardware technology, which 
is clearly different from other products on the 
market and contributes significantly to feeling 
good at home. We have received good feed-
back from our sales representatives across 
the country,” comments Hoang Tien Manh, 
ECN General Manager.

“Higher standards, better values”
This ECN slogan explains well what the market 
needs. “We care about the community in 
which we live. That is why we not only value 
good products and business. It is also impor-
tant to us that we work with trusted partners 
like Roto, with whom we share a common 
 vision,” says ECN Director Nguyen Trong Dung.

“Golden” future 
Currently, Vietnam is in the “golden population 
structure” phase with around 54 million people 
of working age. This phase began in 2006 
and will last until 2034. It is characterised by 
a booming economy and a growing number 
of wealthy households. Both companies, Roto 
and ECN, want to raise awareness for quality 
of life and the value of advanced technology. 
Both are well received by the young generation 
in Vietnam. www.econtec.vn

For more than 16 years, the ECN team around  

General Manager Hoang Tien Manh (image centre) 

has been a constant in the Vietnamese construction 

industry.  

Phan Hong Duong,

Roto Chief  Repre-

sentative and 

 Regional Manager

Roto Fenster- und 

Türtechnologie 

 Vietnam

The Roto showroom opened in Hanoi at the beginning 

of 2019 shows the full diversity of hardware technology. 

 Bilder Showroom Hanoi: Roto
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 ■ Mexico At 279 metres tall, the “Koi-Tower” in Monterrey with its 64 floors 

is the tallest skyscraper in Mexico and the third tallest in Latin America. 

The manufacturer, Aviso de Privacidad (Mexico City, Mexico), used the 

Roto FS Kempton friction stay for the outward opening windows. The manu-

facturer’s sliding systems were equipped with the Patio Inowa tightly sealed 

hardware. (Photo below)

 ■ Germany The “SkyLoop” building was constructed in Stuttgart Airport City. Ed. Züblin AG, together with the FKN 

Group and profile developers HUECK and Roto, developed the facades which have a surface area of 20,000 m2. 

The window elements are just 365 mm wide. All Roto AL Designo hardware components and an opening restrictor 

have been adapted accordingly. (Photo on the right) 

 ■ Italy Living in a vertical forest – all this at the heart 

of Milan: the “Torre E” residential tower in the “Bosco 

Verticale” is 110 m tall and has 26 floors, while the 

“Torre D” residential tower reaches a height of 76 m 

and has 18 floors. Metra Aluminium Inc. (Brescia, Italy) 

equipped all windows and balcony doors, including 

those with a sash height of up to 3000 mm and a 

weight of up to 300 kg with Tilt&Turn hardware from 

the Roto AL range. (Photo on the right)

 ■ France With a building height of 170 m (200 m up to the top of the mast), France’s third-tallest skyscraper offers 

spectacular views of Lyon. The facade, Turn-Only windows and balcony doors of the “Tour Incity” office building 

are equipped with the Roto AL Designo fully concealed hardware. The building elements were constructed by  

Permasteelisa in Vittorio Veneto (Italy). (Photo above)  

 ■ Aluminium Around the world, the name Roto is a byword for innovative, 
tailored and reliable hardware systems which create added value for win-
dows and doors. Four renowned manufacturers of aluminium facades 
and windows enjoy using the Roto Aluvision hardware product range  
and appreciate the support they receive from the Roto Object Business.

German made

At home anywhere in the world

To complete their facade design and to prepare 
offers properly and quickly, architects and fa-
cade or window manufacturers need reliable 
statements about the planned window solu-
tions at an early stage. This is why the experts 
from the Roto Object Business ensure that any 
outstanding issues are specifically addressed 
as quickly as possible. As a result, they make 
binding statements about technical feasibility 
and demonstrate alternatives for different de-
mands. 

Visualisation with prototypes 
Visualising a hardware solution based on a 
prototype makes discussing possible optimi-
sations simpler for the product that is later 
manufactured in series production, and accel-
erates the design process. For this purpose, 
the experts from the Roto Object Business 
produce samples of components by means of 
3D printing. Requests for customised colours 
can also be realistically reproduced. 

Tested and certified 
In the Roto ITC, the company’s own, certified 
test centre in Leinfelden known as the “Interna-
tional Technology Centre”, window and hard-
ware tests are performed for individual project 
solutions in compliance with national and 
 international standards, in the proper manner. 
This also lays the foundations for tailored war-
ranty extensions. 

Training – logistics – information
The window manufacturer’s employees are 
trained during the initial production steps. In 
production, the flow of material and goods 
is adapted to the specific requirements of  
the  relevant project. These services are also 
part of what the Roto Object Business offers.  
A customised logistics concept ensures short 
delivery times and on-time delivery during the 
production phase. Customer-specific labels 
and packaging help streamline processes and 
ensure reliability in the design process. Win-
dow manufacturers, facility management and 
 builders are provided with a reference work 
to assist them with all hardware-related infor-
mation about the property. 

Since the expansion of the Roto Object Busi-
ness in 2014, the specialists from this team 
have been providing their services for projects 
on all of the world’s continents. “Nowadays, 
it is therefore beyond dispute that Roto can  
be considered a highly respected and valued 
 partner of many aluminium facade specialists 
around the globe,” reports Jordi Nadal, Head 
of Aluvision Sales.

Jordi Nadal,

Head of Aluvision 

Sales, Roto Frank 

Fenster- und Tür-

technologie GmbH
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 ■ United Kingdom “The Zig Zag Building” for residential and commercial use was constructed in the heart of 

 London, near the Houses of Parliament and Buckingham Palace. For German window manufacturer Josef Gartner 

GmbH from Gundelfingen, Roto developed special hardware based on AL for horizontally split sashes with con-

cealed and integrated special locking for increased rebate clearance. (Photo above)

 &    Roto Object Business: certainty  
in planning and implementing  
special aluminium solutions  
 
www.roto-frank.com/en/rob

 ■ Germany “Ericus-Contor” in Hamburg makes optimal use of a special plot of land with an oblique layout and 

 unusual corners. The recess in facade, which acts as a window to the inner courtyard, is an eye-catching feature. 

WICONA / Hydro Building Systems Germany GmbH (Ulm, Germany) produced the facade and the ceiling-height 

aluminium Turn-Only sashes. Roto supplied hardware with integrated cleaning and maintenance functions, adapted 

to the profile system groove. (Photo below)

 ■ United Kingdom “The Leadenhall Building” in Lon-

don, with its 48 floors, is nicknamed “The Cheesegrater”. 

The facade of the 225-metre-tall building slopes inwards 

by 10°. Yuanda Europe Ltd. (Basel, Switzerland) con-

structed the facade and windows. Roto helped with plan-

ning hardware for sashes up to 220 kg based on Roto AL. 

Concealed gas pressure springs assist with opening and 

locking the sash. A flush-encased gearbox with square 

pin and special escutcheon is used for emergency un-

locking from the outside, for example for the fire service. 

(Photo above)

 ■ United Kingdom The Council on Tall 

Buildings and Urban Habitat (CTBUH) 

gave the “Best Tall Building” award to  

the “Newfoundland Tower”. CTBUH is a 

non-profit organisation made up of mem-

bers who are interested in the future of 

cities (https://www.ctbuh.org/). Hydro 

Building Systems Germany GmbH (Ulm, 

Germany) produced 700 tightly sealed 

sliding systems for this property with the 

Roto Patio Inowa user-friendly, concealed 

hardware. (Photo above) 

 ■ United Kingdom The “One Park Drive” 

residential, office and retail tower with 

its 57 floors is the “signature building” of 

the new 23-acre “Wood Wharf” site in 

the  Canary Wharf area of London. Schüco 

 International KG (Bielefeld, Germany) sup-

plied components including 1000 tightly 

sealed sliding systems equipped with 

Roto Patio Inowa. (Photo above)  

https://ftt.roto-frank.com/int-en/services/roto-object-business/
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 ■ Qatar “Three times a year, we are 
 notified that a new issue of Roto Inside 
has been published. We then read it on 
the computer and see what there is to 
know about new products. We are also 
 interested in windows and doors from 
 other manufacturers that are equipped 
with Roto hardware and showcased in the 
magazine. I have in fact been a regular 
reader for six years now. I will continue to 
keep up to date with every issue in future. 
This magazine is a real success!”

Shajahan Koothanallur, Executive Manager,  

Al Ikhtyaar German UPVC Windows & Doors   

www.alikhtyaar.com

 &    Customer reports  
from practice  
 
www.roto-frank.com/en/references

 ■ Company The first issue of Roto Inside was published 
in 2006, instigated by Dr Eckhard Keill, who managed 
Roto Frank AG from 2005 to 2019 in his role as chair-
man of the board of directors. 14 reader reactions gath-
ered for the 50th issue reflect the benefits that the cus-
tomer magazine generates around the world. We would 
like to thank all of our readers for their growing interest 
over the years! 

The current sole director of Roto Frank Holding AG sees 
Roto Inside as an expression of the company’s focus on 
customers and the continuity that is typical of Roto. Dr Keill 
addresses readers and project managers in his adjacent 
welcome message. 

50 issues of Roto Inside

A window to the world

In my first few months at Roto, I met customers on three conti-
nents and in many different countries. Everyone was full of 
 curiosity wherever I went. They asked for news from the Roto 
organisation but also about which windows and doors are 
 successful elsewhere. My impression is that people prefer 
Roto as a partner not least because the company acquires 
its expertise from collaborating with window and door manu-
facturers from almost everywhere in the world. 

Based on this experience, I think that enabling knowledge to 
be regularly shared beyond borders and across seas is a ser-
vice that generates real value. This is how the plan came about 
to publish a magazine showcasing manufacturers as well as 
window and door systems from different countries and cultures. 

The readers played a major role in making the aforementioned 
magazine, “Roto Inside”, a success in the years that followed. 
Many of them have since contributed to an issue themselves 
and showcased their own company and their ideas. We owe 
them our heartfelt thanks for this.

Experiencing Roto “inside”
Besides showcasing successful partners and modern building 
elements, the magazine also always offers up-to-date informa-
tion about the wide range of products available from compa-
nies that form part of Roto FTT, sometimes in great technical 
detail. Hardware, locks, glazing methods and sealing pro-
files – this is what Roto FTT represents and what Roto Inside 
provides information about. Incidentally, the magazine is avail-
able in up to 12 languages. It offers comprehensive details at 

Dr Eckhard Keill,  

Sole Director,  

Roto Frank Holding AG

 ■ Italy “50 issues of Roto Inside 
have been published already? I’ve 
definitely read most of them. I’ve 
been a regular reader since 2010. 
Since I can access the PDF digitally 
as soon as it’s released, I take the 
opportunity to see what’s new on 
the computer. Information about 
products is what’s most important 
to me. What do I want for the future? 
For Roto to continuing making this 
magazine.”

Walter Wolf, 

Managing Director, Wolf Fenster AG 

www.wolf-fenster.it

 ■ Poland “Roto Inside regularly features among the trade 
press that I read. The magazine contains a wealth of know l-
edge about new solutions and news, for example from trade 
fairs. The features on companies and their working methods 
are a real hit in the extremely dynamic times that we live in. 
I would like to congratulate the team on its anniversary and 
wish everyone involved all the best for designing the next  
fifty issues and beyond.”

Justyna Wnęk, Brand Manager, Petecki Enterprises Sp. z o.o. 

www.petecki.eu
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SE-TEAMS ENTWICKELN NEUE PRoDUKTE

INTERDISzIPLINäRE IDEENFINDUNG

Ri: herr Pfeiffer, wie setzt sich ihr 
team zusammen und was sind 
seine aufgaben? 
Ulrich Pfeiffer: Unser Team besteht 
derzeit aus insgesamt 10 Kollegin-
nen und Kollegen der Fachbereiche 
Konstruktion, Produktion, Einkauf, 
QM und Produktmanagement. Die 
Mitarbeiter sind für diese Tätigkeit 
nach Bedarf aus der bestehenden 
Linienorganisation ausgekoppelt, 
um sich zu 100 Prozent der Projekt-
arbeit widmen zu können. Unser ge-
meinsames ziel ist es, wesentliche 
Innovationen und Produktneuheiten 
für die kommenden Jahre zu identi-
fizieren und ihre Entwicklung voran-
zutreiben. Als Projektleiter berichte 
ich regelmäßig an den Lenkungsaus-
schuss. 

Ri: Was waren die ersten schritte 
in der Zusammenarbeit mit ihren 
kollegen?
Ulrich Pfeiffer: Im Mai 2005 haben 
wir unsere Tätigkeit zunächst mit 
einem zweitägigen Teamfindungs-
Workshop begonnen. Dort ging es 
um grundlegende Fragen der Auf-
bau- und Ablauforganisation inner-
halb der Teams sowie darum, das 
Rollenverständnis des Einzelnen zu 
definieren. Unmittelbar danach ging 
es schon in die Brainstorming- und 
Analysephase.

Ri: die teams sollen gemäß der 
leitlinien des „simultaneous en-
gineering“ arbeiten. Was hat man 
darunter zu verstehen?
Ulrich Pfeiffer: Wichtige Merkmale 
des Simultaneous Engineering (SE) 
sind das fachbereichsübergreifen-
de und parallele Erarbeiten von Lö-
sungsansätzen sowie kurze Infor-
mations- und Kommunikationswege 
untereinander. Die Team-Mitglieder 
sollen ihre eigenen, in den jewei-
ligen Abteilungen gesammelten 
Erfahrungen einbringen und in den 
direkten Austausch mit anderen 
Fachbereichen treten. Durch dieses 
bewusst interdisziplinäre zusam-

menarbeiten werden kreative Ideen 
und Innovationsvorschläge ganz klar 
gefördert.
Hintergrund für die durch den Vor-
stand getragene Entscheidung, die 
Teams mit Hilfe von SE arbeiten 

zu lassen, ist unter anderem die 
Notwendigkeit, Produkte in immer 
kürzerer zeit zu entwickeln. SE bie-
tet allen Beteiligten einen größt-
möglichen Freiraum dafür, eigene 
Ideen einzubringen, fördert die 
Eigenverantwortung jedes einzel-
nen Projektmitarbeiters sowie den 
Teamgedanken. Um den Arbeitspro-
zess kontinuierlich zu „befruchten“, 
werden im Laufe der zeit, je nach 
Fortschritt der einzelnen Projekte, 
weitere Fachbereiche zu den Teams 
hinzustoßen. Die Teams bleiben also 
nicht als unveränderliche Größe be-
stehen, sondern werden flexibel auf 
die jeweiligen Anforderungen ange-
passt.

Ri: Wie kann man sich eine „in-
terdisziplinäre Zusammenarbeit“ 
konkret vorstellen?
Ulrich Pfeiffer: Ganz praktisch sieht 
es so aus, dass die Kollegen aus 
dem Produktmanagement mit den 

Entwicklungsmitarbeitern in einem 
Raum zusammenarbeiten. Sobald 
zum Beispiel deutlich wird, dass für 
eine bestimmte Aufgabenstellung 
auf zugelieferte Komponenten zu-
rückgegriffen werden muss, werden 
die Mitarbeiter von einem Kollegen 
aus dem Einkauf unterstützt. Regel-
mäßige Sitzungen halten dabei alle 
Team-Mitglieder jeweils auf dem ak-
tuellsten Stand der Entwicklungen. 
Seit jüngstem wird unser Team auch 
von Mitarbeitern aus dem Control-
ling verstärkt.

Ri: können sie bereits erste 
ergebnisse ihrer arbeit präsentie-
ren oder sind diese noch 
„top secret“? 
Ulrich Pfeiffer: Wir präsentieren ein-
mal im Monat unsere Ergebnisse 

vor dem Lenkungsausschuss und 
inzwischen können wir sicher sa-
gen, dass wir die gesteckten ziele 
unserer Teamarbeit hinsichtlich Qua-
lität, zeit und Kosten voll einhalten. 
Detaillierte Ergebnisse möchte ich 
vor der fensterbau noch nicht benen-
nen, aber ich denke, gerade mit den 
neu entwickelten Produkten werden 
wir wieder Maßstäbe setzen kön-
nen.

Ri: die fensterbau 2006 rückt mit 
großen schritten näher. Welche  
erwartungen haben sie persönlich 
an die Messe?
Ulrich Pfeiffer: Die fensterbau ist für 
Roto Frank der bedeutendste Bran-
chen-Event für den deutschen, aber 
auch internationalen Markt. Ich bin 

mir sicher, dass wir erneut unse-
re Marktführerschaft in Nürnberg 
deutlich repräsentieren und Planern 
wie Verarbeitern mit unseren neuen 
Produkten einen echten Mehrwert 
bieten können. Eine klare Differen-
zierung zu unseren Wettbewerbern 
sollte mit den jüngsten Entwicklun-
gen gewährleistet sein.

Ri: Vielen dank für das gespräch. 
Wir wünschen ihnen, herr Pfeiffer, 
sowie allen team-Mitgliedern wei-
terhin überzeugende ergebnisse 
mit simultaneous engineering.

Mit se erfolgreich (v. l.): frank schnorren-

berger, Martin siegler, stefan schmock, 

Jan lewalter, eberhard Mammel, dirk 

hanel, Joachim beyer, Jörg boenkendorf, 

ulrich Pfeiffer und arnold bertsche.

Jordi Nadal, früher Leiter Marketing/
Vertrieb bei einem spanischen Her-
steller von Beschlagsystemen für 
Aluminiumfenster, übernahm am 
1. Februar 2005 die Geschäftsfüh-
rung der Roto Frank SA. Unter seiner 
Leitung werden Verarbeiter, Händler 
sowie Planer und Architekten auf der 
Iberischen Halbinsel sowie in Süd- 
und Mittelamerika betreut. Schon ei-
nen Monat später wurde das Team 

seit 1992 ist die Roto frank ag 
mit einer eigenen Vertriebsgesell-
schaft in spanien vertreten. klein, 
aber fein entwickelte sich dort 
seither ein stamm treuer kunden 
aus dem kreis der fensterbauer, 
aber auch gute kontakte zu nam-
haften architekten. das Jahr 2005 
stand ganz im Zeichen der in-line 
sliding-technologie, für die aus 
sicht der experten von Roto frank 
auch in spanien eine wachsende 
nachfrage zu erwarten ist.

RoTo FRANK SA IN SPANIEN

RüCKENWIND FüR DEN START AM NEUEN STANDoRT

gemeinsam mit Jordi nadal, geschäfts-

führer der Roto frank sa (im bild links), 

eröffnete Michael stangier, Vorstandsmit-

glied der Roto frank ag, am 8.11.2005 

die neue niederlassung in Montmeló/

spanien.

das stichwort „spanien“ ruft bei 
den meisten Menschen assozia-
tionen von langen stränden, war-
men sommernächten, gutem 
essen und kräftigem Wein wach. 
dass das land und insbesonde-
re die Region katalonien mit ih-
rer hauptstadt barcelona noch 
weit mehr zu bieten hat, offen-
bart sich schnell bei einem etwas 
 genaueren blick auf „land und 
leute“.

Rund 5 der fast 40 Millionen Spanier 
leben in der Region Madrid, 4,7 Milli-
onen in der Region Barcelona unweit 
der Landesgrenze zu Frankreich. Bar-
celona ist die wichtigste Handels-, 
Industrie- und Hafenmetropole der 
Iberischen Halbinsel. Und auch 
wenn die Madrilenen es nur un-
gern zugeben, pulsiert in der katala-
nischen Hauptstadt mit ihren etwa 
1,5 Millionen Einwohnern Tag und 
Nacht das pralle Leben. Man ver-

KATALoNIEN 

MoDERNES LAND MIT HISToRIE

spanien numerisch:

- 40.217.500 Einwohner

- Hauptstadt Madrid (5.100.000 Einwohner  

 inkl. der Region Madrid)

- Gesamtfläche: 504.782 km²

- Angrenzende Länder und Grenzlängen:  

 Andorra 63,7 km, Frankreich 623 km,  

 Gibraltar 1,2 km, Portugal 1.214 km,  

 Marokko (Ceuta) 6,3 km, (Melilla) 9,6 km

barcelona numerisch:

- Wichtigste Handels-, Industrie- und  

 Hafenstadt Spaniens

- Hauptstadt der Region Katalonien

- 1,5 Mio. Einwohner (Stadt)

- Hauptstadt der Provinz Barcelona  

 (7.733 km², 4,7 Mio. Einwohner)

- Berühmte, zum Weltkulturerbe erklärte  

 Jugendstilarchitektur

- 1992 fanden in Barcelona die  

 olympischen Sommerspiele statt

das gebäude der neuen niederlassung in 

Montmeló bei barcelona.

Reiterstatue des Ramon berenguer iii 

aus dem 4. Jahrhundert.  daneben die 

königliche kapelle von santa agata und 

der turm des humanisten king Martin, 

beide aus dem 16. Jahrhundert.

NIKoLAUS KNoPS SETzT AUF TEAMARBEIT UND DyNAMIK

NEUER WIRTSCHAFTSRAUMLEITER FüR 
zENTRALEURoPA

Der Maschinenbautechniker und 
Technische Betriebswirt spricht 
sechs Sprachen und hat die letzten 
drei Jahre für ein US-amerikanisches 
Unternehmen der Chemie-Branche 
den Vertrieb in Europa, dem Mittle-
ren osten und Afrika geleitet. zuvor 
war er drei Jahre für die Winkhaus 
GmbH in Münster als Vertriebsleiter 
Süd tätig. 

Herr Knops ist verheiratet und hat 
drei Kinder, seine Freizeit verbringt 
er bevorzugt in Bewegung, mit Sport 
und Reisen. Er war mehrfacher 
Meister im Tae-Kwon-Do.

Sein erklärtes ziel für die ersten Wo-
chen und Monate des neuen Jahres 
ist es, die Mitarbeiter im Unterneh-
men sowie die Kunden kennen zu 

steht „Behördenspanisch“, spricht 
aber – sofern man nicht zu den „zu-
gereisten“ gehört – Katalanisch. 

Wirtschaft auf Wachstumskurs
Nach wie vor ist der Tourismus ein 
zentraler Wirtschaftsfaktor der Regi-
on, aber immer mehr Arbeitsplätze 
gibt es auch in der Dienstleistung 
und der Industrie, die sich klar auf 
Wachstumskurs befindet. Von der 
Textilherstellung über die Eisenver-
arbeitung und den Schiffsbau bis zur 
Leder- und Holzindustrie profitieren 
sämtliche Wirtschaftszweige von 
der inzwischen optimal ausgebauten 
Infrastruktur. So werden beispiels-
weise über den 300 Hektar großen, 
künstlich angelegten Hafen für die 
Wirtschaft wichtige Steinkohle, Ge-
treide und Baumwolle eingeführt. 
Der Anteil der Landwirtschaft und 
der dort beschäftigten Menschen 
macht – anders als in den fünfziger 

Jahren des letzten Jahrhunderts – 
nur noch einen Bruchteil des gesam-
ten Bruttoinlandsproduktes aus.

Dass sich Barcelona zum gut ge-
schmierten Wirtschaftsmotor für das 
ganze Land entwickelt hat, liegt un-
ter anderem an den extrem vielsei-
tig ausgerichteten Industriezweigen: 
Ein Großteil des Exports von Wein, 
olivenöl und Kork von der Iberischen 
Halbinsel ist über diesen Knoten-
punkt organisiert.

bedeutend seit Jahrhunderten
Seine Stellung in der spanischen 
Gesellschaft und Wirtschaft hat Bar-
celona nicht erst seit dem modernen 
Industriezeitalter inne. Bedeutende 
Persönlichkeiten wie der weltweit 
bekannte Architekt des Modernis-
mus, Antoni Gaudi, haben diese 
Stadt geprägt und bekannt gemacht. 
An jeder Straßenecke finden sich 
zeugnisse einer belebten Geschich-
te. Etwa im so genannten Barrio 
Gótico – einem der interessantesten 
und zugleich ältesten Stadtviertel. 
Schon zur Römerzeit lag hier das 
wirtschaftliche und politische zen-
trum der Region. 

Bei Touristen ebenso beliebt wie bei 
den Einheimischen sind die „Las 
Ramblas“, eine rund zwei Kilome-
ter lange Prachtstraße mitten in der 
Stadt. Hier wetteifern Blumen- und 
Gemüsestände, Schuhputzer, Stra-
ßentheater, große Geschäftsgalerien 
und natürlich Straßencafés um die 
Aufmerksamkeit der Besucher.

um zwei neue Kollegen im Außen-
dienst verstärkt, die große Erfah-
rungen mit Produkten aus Alumini-
um mitbrachten.

entwicklungen für den in-line sli-
ding-Markt im neuen Projektteam
Am 1. April 2005 ging in Spanien ein 
dreiköpfiges Entwicklungsteam an 
den Start, das sich mit ALU-In-line 
Sliding-Produkten für die internati-
onalen Märkte befasst. Teamleiter 
Carlos Lorenzo sorgt für den schnel-
len Gedankenaustausch mit seinen 
Kollegen von der Roto Frank AG in 
Leinfelden und ist überzeugt, dass 
die Nähe zwischen den Entwicklern 
der kurze Weg zum Erfolg ist: „Das 
Know-how aus Produktentwicklun-
gen für den ganzen Erdball wird hier 
bei Roto Frank in Leinfelden syste-
matisch gebündelt und genutzt. Un-
sere Konzepte für Spanien werden 
dadurch ideal befruchtet.“

am Puls der spanischen bauwirt-
schaft 
Montmeló ist eine kleine Vorstadt 
von Barcelona, in der sich viele Un-

ternehmen ansiedeln, die von der 
pulsierenden Wirtschaft der nahen 
Metropole profitieren. Jordi Nadal 
hatte die Vertriebsniederlassung vor 
wenigen Wochen dorthin verlegt, 
um die beengten Verhältnisse am al-
ten Standort hinter sich zu lassen 
und die Weichen für Wachstum auch 
vor ort zu stellen.

Know-how aus Leinfelden nutzte 
Jordi Nadal sowohl für den Aufbau 
eines neuen, rund 1.000 m2 groß-
en Lagers in Montmeló als auch für 
die organisation der Vertriebsaktivi-
täten. Die neu geschaffenen Teams-
trukturen und das Führen über quali-
tative und quantitative ziele ebenso 
wie der Aufbau der regionalen Pro-
duktentwicklung und der Logistik 
zeigen deutlich, wohin es mit der 
Baubeschlagtechnik von Roto Frank 
in Spanien gehen soll: zu einer spür-
baren Positionierung als Qualitäts-
führer durch perfekten Kundenser-
vice, hohe Lieferzuverlässigkeit und 
innovative Produkte für anspruchs-
volle Architektur.

chancen nutzen
Jordi Nadal ist nicht ohne Grund opti-
mistisch: „Roto Frank genießt schon 
heute hier in Spanien den guten Ruf 
eines weltweit führenden Anbieters 
mit deutschen Wurzeln. Darauf auf-
bauend wollen wir beweisen, dass 
Roto Frank auch sehr praktisch ge-
dacht der ideale Partner des Fenster-
bauers ist. Und zwar in jeder Art von 
objekt.“

seit Januar 2006 verstärkt nikolaus knops, 43, als neuer Wirtschaftsraumleiter für den bereich Zentraleuropa 
das Management der Roto frank ag. in dieser funktion ist er verantwortlich für die arbeit der Vertriebsor-
ganisationen in deutschland, Österreich und der schweiz mit rund 80 Mitarbeiterinnen und Mitarbeitern im 
innen- und außendienst. 

seit Mai 2005 entwickeln am standort leinfelden eigens gegründete teams die wesentlichen Produktinnovationen der Roto frank baubeschlag-
technik, die in den kommenden Jahren der fachwelt vorgestellt werden sollen. erste ergebnisse und Produktneuheiten aus diesen teams werden 
bereits auf der fensterbau 2006 in nürnberg präsentiert. 
das besondere: die teams arbeiten nach den leitlinien des so genannten „simultaneous engineering“ (se). Über ihre arbeitsweise unterhielt sich 
die Redaktion von Roto inside mit ulrich Pfeiffer, Projektleiter eines se-teams.

lernen, um sich ein Bild über die 
Ist-Situation machen zu können. 
Hieraus werden dann die nötigen 
Erkenntnisse zur Vertriebssteuerung 
mit dem ziel der optimalen Markt-
betreuung und Kundenzufriedenheit 
definiert.

an early stage. This means that it also helps provide Roto  
customers with technical support. 

We repeatedly see how the magazine is read very thoroughly, 
leading to follow-up questions. The sales team is more than 
happy to answer any follow-up questions. Roto proves itself to 
be a reliable partner with a long-term vision in the close interac-
tion it maintains between communication and customer service. 

Digitally connected communication and information
It has, in fact, already been over 15 years since the multi-person 
editorial team started to cultivate close links with national 
Roto companies. With the team’s active support, almost  
300 reports have since been produced about customers in 
 almost 50 countries. 

Many members of the editorial team who are now in charge 
have been with us since back in 2006. I would also like to thank 
them from the bottom of my heart for their commitment and 
their inexhaustible openness to change. Not only have they 
 created 50 issues of an outstanding magazine, they have also 
continuously modernised it along the way. 

In addition to the printed format, Roto Inside has been reaching 
many readers through digital channels for some time now. 
This multiplied the magazine’s number of readers all at once. 
We began with a print run of 12,000 issues. It is now estimated 
that the magazine in PDF format now reaches three times this 
number of readers around the world. QR codes with links to 
supplementary documents or videos on the Roto websites offer 
further benefits for users. And this shows where we’re headed 
on this journey.

One click takes you into the world of Roto Inside, while the next 
one takes you to Roto City and another one takes you to product 
information or an installation video. We will focus on digital links 
in the world of Roto Window and Door Technology over the 
next few years, as this is what will create added value. Digitali-
sation is progressing, unlocking exciting opportunities for 
knowledge transfer. Let’s work together to create and benefit 
from these opportunities!

 ■ Italy “What’s our situation like? What’s the situation like on the Italian 
 market? How do other window manufacturers overcome certain challenges? 
These are questions that we are constantly deliberating. Of course we read 
Roto Inside to find out all we need to know about products. But it’s also inter-
esting to learn about developments in the various markets that are reported 
on. I like the magazine. The reports are easy to understand and the graphics 
are high-quality. The ability to immediately access further information on the 
Roto website by clicking on a link in the PDF on-screen is a practical feature. 
Digital linking of information will become increasingly important in future.”

Andrea Baggio, Head of Sales, I.S.I. Srl Industria Serramenti Italiana 

www.isi-italia.it

The first edition of Roto Inside was published  

in February 2006.

 ■ Australia “About eight years ago I held a Roto Inside 
in my hands for the first time. Since then I have been reading 
it regularly online. It is important for me to learn which win-
dows and fittings are successful in other parts of the world 
and why. This often gives me an idea of which products, 
manufacturers and markets could develop and how. 
When we ourselves were featured in the magazine  
in 2020, it pleased our customers and employees alike.”

Shane McDuff, Managing Director, Fenestration Solutions Australia 

www.fsa-aus.com.au

http://www.alikhtyaar.com
https://ftt.roto-frank.com/int-en/company/references/
http://www.wolf-fenster.it
http://www.petecki.eu
http://www.isi-italia.it
http://www.fsa-aus.com.au
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 ■ Estonia “Roto Inside always makes for an interesting read. 
As a reader, I learn a lot about current developments at Roto 
and about the company’s strategic projects and plans for the 
future. I also find it interesting when other window manufactur-
ers discuss their market cultivation activities and their services, 
or how they gauge their success. Viking Window was obvious-
ly also pleased when its new products were announced inter-
nationally in a report in Roto Inside.”

Ragnar Nikkolo, Head of Development, Viking Window AS 

www.viking.ee 

 ■ Italy “When a new issue of Roto Inside 
is released, I take a look at it on the comput-
er and see what information is useful for our 
organisation. In particular, I share informa-
tion about new products, their technical fea-
tures and the benefits for customers. This 
allows the relevant colleagues to consider 
what we can get out of the new products 
for ourselves and our customers. Always 
one step ahead – that’s the claim we would 
like to live up to with Roto.”

Cornelio Civera, Managing Director,  

CFG Serramenti Srl  

www.cfgserramenti.com

 ■ Austria “Roto Inside? This maga-
zine is so sought-after at our company 
that not every issue reaches my desk. 
But when I manage to get my hands 
on one, I’m always very interested 
to read it. Fascinating reports and 
 information about significant product 
 innovations – I’ve been following 
Roto Inside for years.”

Mag. (FH) Ing. Roland Farka,  

Managing Director, FARKALUX  

Fenster- & Elementbau GmbH 

https://farkalux.at 

 ■ Germany “The sales team at Ventana 
Deutschland has been reading Roto Inside 
since the very first issue. The magazine 
encourages us to think outside the box 
and helps us to predict what’s going to 
happen next. For example, the require-
ments for a building’s standard of energy 
efficiency are a challenge for us all. It’s 
good that this topic comes up frequently in 
Roto Inside and hardware such as Patio In-
owa can help us produce tightly sealed el-
ements.”

Stefan Herbers, Head of Product Management,  

Ventana Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG 

www.ventana-deutschland.de

 ■ Israel “A few years ago, we became the first 
aluminium system supplier to use the Roto  Patio 
Inowa smart sliding hardware. Roto Inside wrote 
a report about this and we distributed the issue 
containing this feature to our most important 
customers for information. This played a huge 
role in cultivating a good reputation and boosted 
sales of the new Extal sliding system. Roto Inside 
isn’t only valuable for the people whose compa-
nies are showcased in an issue; as a reader, you 
find useful information in every issue. When alu-
minium elements are featured, I pay very close 
attention.”

Ilan Gour, 

CEO of Extal Ltd. 

www.extal.com

 ■ Spain “We’ve been selling Roto hardware technology for 
25 years now, so I’ve been familiar with Roto Inside since the 
very first issue. A lot has changed over these 25 years. Basic 
aluminium windows used to dominate the Spanish market. 
Since building regulations were amended, people are now 
opting for premium PVC windows and quality hardware from 
Roto. We’re obviously very happy about this. Patricia Fraile 
and Jose Luis Ramiro – the next generation of entrepre-
neurs – also use the Roto magazine in the same way that  
I do as an important source of information about products 
that we can offer in future. We also learn a lot about the  
development of international markets when reading the 
magazine. My only complaint is that Roto Inside is published 
just three times a year!”

Ruperto Fraile (centre), Managing Director, Accesorios Alu y Pvc  

www.aluypvc.es 

 ■ Poland “In every issue of Roto  Inside, 
I find something interesting about alu-
minium solutions, but also about PVC 
and timber windows. I’m particularly 
 interested in the major case study prop-
erties with individual special solutions 
and new products. But articles about 
different companies from all over the 
world also appeal to me. About how 
they establish themselves on the mar-
ket. Congratulations on the anniversary! 
I’m looking forward to future issues.”

Artur Blukacz, Director of Research  

and Development, Yawal SA  

www.yawal.com

 ■ Great Britain “We’ve received ‘Roto Inside’ 
for many years and regularly receive the digital 
and hard copies which are great for sharing 
with our colleagues. The magazine is a great 
resource to make sure I’m up to date with 
everything going on in the world of Roto. 
 Product launches and developments are of 
 particular interest, but reading success stories 
in other regions is also appealing. We have 
been featured in the magazine previously 
and it’s great to have our work recognised 
across the Roto organisation.“

Julie Warner,  

Product Manager Carl F Groupco 

www.carlfgroupco.co.uk

 ■ Vietnam “We got to know 
Roto Inside about three years ago 
during a visit to the Roto show-
room in Hanoi. We like the mix 
of topics, but of course we would 
like to see more reports from Asia. 
After all: Roto is active worldwide. 
The detailed product presentations 
and stories about window manu-
facturers and reference projects 
from other countries are always 
 interesting for us, too.“

Nghia Le, 

Sales Manager ECN 

www.econtec.vn

http://www.viking.ee
http://www.cfgserramenti.com
https://farkalux.at
http://www.ventana-deutschland.de
https://extal.com
http://www.aluypvc.es
https://www.yawal.com
http://www.carlfgroupco.co.uk
http://www.econtec.vn
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ELA opening restrictor for Turn-Only windows

Certified as a retainer with Roto AL and Roto AL Designo
 ■ Aluminium The ELA special opening 

 restrictor with a maximum opening width 
of 89 mm, which locks in the end position 
and is controlled by the handle, can be 
used as a “retainer for the safety of  
children”. 

Manufacturers of aluminium windows who 
work with Roto AL or Roto AL Designo hard-
ware product ranges can rely on various Roto 
opening restrictors. According to a test passed 
at the Institute for Window Technology (ift), 
the ELA special opening restrictor, which locks 
in the end position and is controlled by the 
handle, even meets the requirements of class 
5/7 in accordance with DIN EN 13126-5. It can 
therefore be used up to a maximum opening 
width of 89 mm as a “retainer for the safety  
of children”. Generally speaking, however, an 
opening width that meets the customer’s indi-
vidual specifications can be chosen. The ELA 
opening restrictor is available in screw-in and 
clampable versions.

Highest performance class

Both windows met the requirements of class 
5/7. The ift also verified durability class 5 
(25,000 actuation cycles, 3750 locking and 
 release cycles). The corrosion resistance of 
all hardware components achieves the high-
est class under the standard – class 5.

ELA special opening restrictor which locks in the end position and is controlled by the handle. 

Two Turn-Only windows in the RAL format 
1200 x 2300 mm with a sash weight of 200 kg 
have been tested by the ift. One of the two 
 elements was equipped with one ELA opening 
restrictor horizontally at the bottom. It achieved 
usability class 3/2. The second element had 
two opening restrictors – one at the top and 
one at the bottom. It achieved usability class 3/3.

The ELA special opening restrictor meets the require-

ments of class 5/7 in accordance with DIN EN 13126-5.

Controlled by the handle and intuitive  
to operate
The ELA opening restrictor is controlled by the 
window handle. By using the proven Roto Tilt-
First technology, a user is only able to open the 
sash as far as the defined end stop position. 

The sash is locked by moving the handle from 
the 90° position back into the 0° locked posi-
tion. In the locked position, the sash is pro-
tected against slamming shut in windy and 
draughty conditions. The locking is released  
by turning the handle back to the 90° position. 

Full unlocking is only possible after the locked 
handle has been released: users of the key can 
turn the handle to the 180° position and there-
fore release the opening restrictor to open the 
element fully for cleaning purposes.

Technical consultation from  
the Roto Object Business
The opening width of a Turn-Only window 
can usually be individually selected. Aluminium 
window manufacturers and specialist plan-
ners should seek advice on this topic from 
Roto Object Business specialists. 

Roto develops an individual hardware configu-
ration depending on the required window 
width and depth. It is assessed for its technical 
feasibility, adapted to the specific property and 
visualised in model form upon request. 

If an order is placed, the fabricator receives an 
installation drawing that is specifically tailored 
to this application. It is recommended that you 
involve the Roto Object Business in the plan-
ning process at the earliest possible stage.

 &    Roto AL: universal hardware  
for aluminium windows and balcony doors  
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